
Hydraulic Universal Cylindrical Grinder
Model: UH-500 / 2000,2500,3000,4000
Country of Origin：Taiwan

* Apply for grinding of the straight faced rolls, large machinery columns, car axles, printing cylin-
ders, large motor amatures and other work of same nature. 
* Heavy bed are subtantially ribbed provides a rigid base to carry all units and possesses great stiff-
ness. Sufficient slideway length to support the table in all position. 
* Sloping table top allows the workhead and tailstock to be moved laterally without losing alignment. 
* Hydraulic wheel head control with quick approach and return. 
* Wheel head spindle are pressure lubricated and a pressure switch is electrically inter locked with 
wheel motor. 
* Hydraulic table traverse has end dwelling at both end of stroke and equipped with independent 
stepless speed control for both directions. 
* Workhead spindle drive from D.C. adjustable speed motor. 
* Swivel table equipped with a dial indicator function with adjusting device and aids in making exact 
setting. 
* Swivel table equipped with a dial indicator function with adjusting device and aids in making exact 
setting. 
* Air bearing provides convient means of moving the workhead and tailstocks. 
* Work carriage has telescoping guard to protecting sliding way from dirt. 

Features: 

Standard Equipment: 
* Face and side wheel dressing attachment 
* Grinding wheel flange 
* Wheel balancing arbor 
* Wheel flange removal 
* Cemented carbide center 
* Levelling screws and plates 
* Splash guard 
* Wheel dressing tool 
* Standard grinding wheel 
* Touch-up paint 
* Table swivel indicating dial gauge 
* Standard tools and tool box 

Extra Equipment: 
* Work rest (2-point steady rest) 
* Grinding wheel balancing unit 
* Magnetic coolant filter 
* Radius wheel dressing attachment 
* Extra grinding wheel 
* Extra wheel flange 
* 3-Jaw self-centering chuck with back plate 
* 4-Jaw chuck with back plate 
* Frequency converters for grinding wheels 
* Light-emitting diodes 



Type Selection: 
* UH-Hydraulic table traverse, wheelhead rapid approach and retraction.



Hydraulic Universal Cylindrical Grinder Light 
to Medium Duty
Model: UA, UH -400/1600, 1800, 2000
Country of Origin：Taiwan

* Heavy bed are subtantially ribbed provides a rigid base to carry all units and possesses great stiff-
ness, sufficient slide way length to support the table in all position. 
* Can grind light to medium size straight faced rolls, machine columns, printing cylinders and car 
axles. 
* Sloping table top allows the workhead and tailstock to be moved laterally without losing alignment. 
* Hydraulic wheelhead control with quick approach and return. 
* Wheelhead spindle are pressure lubricated and a pressure switch is electrically interlocked with 
wheel motor. 
* Hydraulic table traverse have end dwell at both end of stroke and equipped with independent 
stepless speed control for both directions. 
* Workhead spindle drive from disco adjustable speed motor. 
* Swivel table equipped with a dial indicator function with adjusting device and aids in making exact 
setting. 
* Air bearing provides convient means of moving the workhead and tailstock. 

Features: 

Standard Equipment: 
* Face and side wheel dressing attachment 
* Grinding wheel flange 
* Wheel balancing arbor 
* Wheel flange removal 
* Cemented carbide center 
* Levelling screws and plates 
* Splash guard 
* Wheel dressing tool 
* Standard grinding wheel 
* Touch-up paint 
* Table swivel indicating dial gauge 
* Standard tools and tool box 

Extra Equipment: 
* Work rest (2-point steady rest) 
* Grinding wheel balancing unit 
* Magnetic coolant filter 
* Radius wheel dressing attachment 
* Angle wheel dressing attachment 
* Extra grinding wheel 
* Extra wheel flange 
* 3-Jaw self-centering chuck with back plate 
* 4-Jaw self-centering chuck with back plate 



Type Selection: 
* UA-Hydraulic table traverse, wheelhead approach by manual. 
* UH-Hydraulic table traverse, wheelhead rapid approach and retraction.



Hydraulic Crankshaft Grinder
Model: 1600, 2100, 2500, 3000
Country of Origin：Taiwan

* Quick setting-up throwheads permits the work easy for operation. 
* Hydraulic wheelhead control with quick approach and return. 
* Hydraulic control of indexing pins for the locking of face plate. 
* Electric rapid traverse for table. 
* Air bearing provides convinent means of moving the work head and tailstock. 
* Heavy bed provides a rigid base to carry all units and possesses great stiffness, and sufficient 
slideway length to support the table in all position. 

Features: 

Standard Equipment: 
* Three-jaws chucks with plates 
* Centers 
* Wheel dresser 
* Set-up indicator 
* Balancing mandrel 
* Standard wheel 
* Splash guard 
* Diamond dressing tool 
* Wheel hub 
* Wheel extractor, tools and tool box, counter-
weights 

Extra Equipment: 
* Automatic sizing gauge 
* Wheel balancing unit 
* Magnetic coolant filter 
* Redius wheel dresser 
* 2-point steady rest 
* Polishing unit 
* Hydraulic wheel dresser 
* Extra wheel hub 
* Extra wheel



Specification



Universal Cylindrical Grinder

Model: UM, UA, UH-300, 400/1000, 1200, 1500
Country of Origin：Taiwan

* Heavy bed provides a rigid base to carry all units and possesses great stiffness, sufficient slide-
way length to support the table in all position. 
* Eight-speed type workhead with all belt driven provides full power at all speeds. 
* Wheel spindle is induction hardened and precision ground. 
* Wheel spindle lubricates automatically and is electrically interlockes with motor. These ensure the 
durability of the grinding wheel spindle and bearings, and also the roundness, superior finishing of 
the workpiece. 
* Hydraulic table traverse has end dwell at both ends of the stroke, and is equipped with indepen-
dent, stepless speed controls, for both directions. 

Features: 

Standard Equipment: 
* Swivel base motor-driven workhead 
* Lever-operated tailstock 
* Workhead & tailstock centers 
* Standard grinding wheel 
* Wheel flange and extractor 
* Wheel dresser holder 
* Coolant supply unit 
* Lubricant supply unit 
* Table swivel indicator 
* Splash guard 
* Diamond dressing tool 
* Tools and tool box 

Extra Equipment: 
* Internal grinding attachment 
* 3-point steady rest 
* 2 point steady rest 
* 3-Jaw self-centering chuck and plate 
* 4-Jaw independent chuck and plate 
* Permanent magnetic chuck and plate 
* Magnet coolant filter 
* Radius wheel dresser 
* Angular wheel dresser 
* Wheel balancing unit 
* Extra grinding wheel 
* Extra wheel flange 
* Extra diamond dressing tool 



Models Availables: 
* UM-Hand traverse and hand wheel feed 
* UA-Hydraulic table traverse, wheelhead approach by manual 
* UH-Hydraulic table traverse, wheelhead rapid approach and retraction 
* AGC-Table left-right movement, hydraulic driven wheelhead, rapid approach and retraction, auto-
matic feed



Universal Cylindrical Grinder

Model: UM, UA, UH-300, 400/1000, 1200, 1500
Country of Origin：Taiwan

* Heavy bed provides a rigid base to carry all units and possesses great stiffness, sufficient slide-
way length to support the table in all position. 
* Eight-speed type workhead with all belt driven provides full power at all speeds. 
* Wheel spindle is induction hardened and precision ground. 
* Wheel spindle lubricates automatically and is electrically interlockes with motor. These ensure the 
durability of the grinding wheel spindle and bearings, and also the roundness, superior finishing of 
the workpiece. 
* Hydraulic table traverse has end dwell at both ends of the stroke, and is equipped with indepen-
dent, stepless speed controls, for both directions. 

Features: 

Standard Equipment: 
* Swivel base motor-driven workhead 
* Lever-operated tailstock 
* Workhead & tailstock centers 
* Standard grinding wheel 
* Wheel flange and extractor 
* Wheel dresser holder 
* Coolant supply unit 
* Lubricant supply unit 
* Table swivel indicator 
* Splash guard 
* Diamond dressing tool 
* Tools and tool box 

Extra Equipment: 
* Internal grinding attachment 
* 3-point steady rest 
* 2 point steady rest 
* 3-Jaw self-centering chuck and plate 
* 4-Jaw independent chuck and plate 
* Permanent magnetic chuck and plate 
* Magnet coolant filter 
* Radius wheel dresser 
* Angular wheel dresser 
* Wheel balancing unit 
* Extra grinding wheel 
* Extra wheel flange 
* Extra diamond dressing tool 



Models Availables: 
* UM-Hand traverse and hand wheel feed 
* UA-Hydraulic table traverse, wheelhead approach by manual 
* UH-Hydraulic table traverse, wheelhead rapid approach and retraction 
* AGC-Table left-right movement, hydraulic driven wheelhead, rapid approach and retraction, auto-
matic feed



Universal Cylindrical Grinder

Model: UM, UA, UH-300, 350/650, 800
Country of Origin：Taiwan

* Heavy bed provides a rigid base to carry all units and possesses great stiffness, sufficient slide-
way length to support the table in all position. 
* Eight-speed type workhead with all belt drive provides full power at all speeds. 
* Wheel spindle is induction hardened and precision ground. 
* Wheel spindle lubricates automatically and is electrically interlocked with motor. These ensure the 
durability of the grinding wheel spindle and bearings, and also the roundness, superior finishing of 
the workpiece. 
* Hydraulic table traverse has end dwell at both ends of the stroke, and is equipped with indepen-
dent, stepless speed controls, for both directions. 
* Heavy bed provides a rigid base to carry all units and possesses great stiffness, and sufficient 
slideway length to support the table in all position. 

Features: 

Standard Equipment: 
* Swivel base motor-driven workhead 
* Lever-operated tailstock 
* Workhead & tailstock centers 
* Standard grinding wheel 
* Wheel flange and extractor 
* Wheel dresser holder 
* Coolant supply unit 
* Lubricant supply unit 
* Table swivel indicator 
* Splash guard 
* Diamond dressing tool 
* Tools and tool box 

Extra Equipment: 
* Internal grinding attachment 
* 3-point steady rest 
* 2-point steady rest 
* 3-Jaw self-centering chuck and plate 
* 4-Jaw independent chuck and plate 
* Permanent magnetic chuck and plate 
* Magnet coolant filter 
* Radius wheel dresser 
* Angular wheel dresser 
* Wheel balancing unit 
* Extra grinding wheel 
* Extra wheel flange 
* Extra diamond dressing tool 



Models Availables: 
* UM-Hand traverse and hand wheel feed 
* UA-Hydraulic table traverse, wheelhead approach by manual 
* UH-Hydraulic table traverse, wheelhead rapid approach and retraction 
* AGC-Table left-right movement, hydraulic driven wheelhead, rapid approach and retraction, auto-
matic feed



Heavy Duty Plain Roll Grinder

Model: HR800/3000, 3500, 4000
Country of Origin：Taiwan

* Apply for grinding of the straight faced rolls, large machinery columns, car axles, printing cylin-
ders, large motor amatures and other work of same nature. 
* Heavy bed are subtantially ribbed provides a rigid base to carry all units and possesses great stiff-
ness. Sufficient slideway length to support the table in all position. 
* Sloping table top allows the workhead and tailstock to be moved laterally without losing allign-
ment. 
* Electric wheelhead control with quick approach and return. 
* Wheelhead spindle are pressure lubricated and a pressure switch is electrically interlocked with 
wheel motor. 
* Workhead spindle drive from D.C. adjustable speed motor. 
* Swivel table equipped with a dial indicator function with adjusting device and aids in making exact 
setting. 
* Air bearing provides convient means of moving the workhead and tailstock. 
* Work carriage has telescoping guard to protecting sliding way from dirt. 

Features: 

Standard Equipment: 
* Face and side wheel dressing atachment 
* Grinding wheel flange 
* Wheel balancing arbor 
* Wheel flange removal 
* Cemented carbide center 
* Levelling screws and plates 
* Splash guard 
* Wheel dressing tool 
* Standard grinding wheel 
* Touch-up paint 
* Table swivel indicating dial gauge 
* Standard tools and tool box 

Extra Equipment: 
* Work rest (2-point steady rest) 
* Grinding wheel balancing unit 
* Magnetic coolant filter 
* Extra grinding wheel 
* Extra wheel flange 
* 3-jaw self-centering chuck with back plate




